An analysis of the phosphoproteome of immune cell lines exposed to the immunomodulatory mycotoxin deoxynivalenol
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ABSTRACT

The mycotoxin deoxynivalenol (DON) commonly contaminates cereal grains. It is ubiquitous in the Western European diet, although chronic, low-dose effects in humans are not well described, but immunotoxicity has been reported. In this study, two-dimensional gel electrophoresis was used to identify phosphoproteomic changes in human B (RPMI1788) and T (Jurkat E6.1) lymphocyte cell lines after exposure to modest concentrations of DON (up to 500 ng/mL) for 24 h. Proteins identified as having altered phosphorylation state post-treatment (C1- tetrahydrofolate synthase, eukaryotic elongation factor 2, nucleoside diphosphate kinase A, heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein, eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit I and growth factor receptor-bound protein 2) are involved in regulation of metabolic pathways, protein biosynthesis and signaling transduction. All exhibited a greater than 1.4-fold change, reproducible in three separate experiments consisting of 36 gels in total. Flow cytometry validated the observations for eukaryotic elongation factor 2 and growth factor receptor-bound protein 2. These findings provide further insights as to how low dose exposure to DON may affect human immune function and may have potential as mechanism-based phosphoprotein biomarkers for DON exposure.
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1. Introduction

Fusaria mycotoxins such as deoxynivalenol (DON), contaminate a wide range of cereal crops [1]. Epidemiological studies have implicated mycotoxins in some mass food poisoning outbreaks and DON has been one of the compounds found in highest concentrations [2,3].

Animal studies have shown that DON may induce generalized GI tract toxicity, emetic effects and feed refusal [4–6]. Studies in animal models and immortalized cell lines have also shown that DON exposure modulates immune function by specifically influencing proinflammatory responses and white blood cell distribution and proliferation in several organs [7–10]. The primary mode of action of DON is thought to be its ability to bind to eukaryotic ribosomes and thereby inhibit protein synthesis [8,11]. Secondary mechanisms such as disruption of cell signaling, differentiation, growth and macromolecular synthesis have also been associated with DON exposure [8,11].

Although biomarkers promise to provide more objective measures of DON exposure, to date few studies have been conducted to identify biomarkers of exposure or effect. Recent reports highlight the value of urinary DON as a biomarker of recent exposure [12–14] while immunoglobulins and pro-inflammatory cytokines have been proposed as potential biomarkers of effect in relation to the immunomodulatory effects of the compound [8,15].

The development and application of “omics” techniques to develop potential mechanism-based biomarkers is a promising approach and we recently identified a number of proteins altered in expression following DON exposure in human cells lines [16]. We now extend this work to compare phosphoprotein expression in human B (RPMI1788) and T (Jurkat E6.1) lymphocyte cell lines exposed to DON at a maximum concentration of 500 ng DON/mL for a period of...
up to 54 h. These cell types represent major cellular components of the adaptive immune response and have been used extensively previously [17,18]. A panel of phosphoproteins which exhibited validated altered phosphorylation state across these cell lines is described. This is the first study looking at post-translational modifications due to DON exposure using a proteomics approach. The phosphoproteins identified may represent valuable biomarkers to further understand how chronic exposure to DON affects human immune function.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Reagents

RPMI 1640 (+ l-glutamine) medium was from Gibco (Invitrogen Ltd., Paisley, UK); DON, 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazolyl-2]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT), gelatine from cold water fish skin, protease inhibitor cocktail and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (Dorset, UK); ProteoExtract Protein Precipitation Kit was from Calbiochem (Merck Chemicals Ltd., Nottingham, UK); ampholytes and 24 cm pH 3–10 non-linear IEP strips were from Bio-Rad (Hertfordshire, UK); SYPRO Ruby and Pro-Q Diamond phosphoprotein stain was from Invitrogen (Paisley, UK); acetonitrile, formic acid and trifluoroacetic acid used for MS analysis or sample preparation were of HPLC quality (Fisher Scientific, Leicestershire, UK); HPLC-grade water was prepared with a Neptune Ultimate System (Purite Ltd., Oxon, UK); sequencing grade trypsin for protein digestion was from Promega (Southampton, UK); goat anti-rabbit IgG-PE was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Heidelberg, Germany); eukaryotic elongation factor 2 (eEF2) (phospho T56+T58) rabbit monoclonal antibody was from Abcam (ref. Ab82981,UK); growth factor receptor-bound protein 2 (GRB2) rabbit polyclonal antibody against amino acid residues surrounding Y209 was from Abnova (ref. PAB4939, UK).

2.2. Cell culture and DON treatment

The culture and treatment with DON of the human B lymphocyte cell line (RPMI1788, ECACC, UK) and human T lymphocyte cell line (Jurkat E6.1, ECACC, UK) was performed with cells being grown at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere consisting of 5% CO2, air, in RPMI 1640 (+ l-glutamine) medium supplemented with 20% (v/v) heat-inactivated FCS or 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated FCS, respectively. Cells were kept in the exponential growth phase, at a concentration of 3 × 10^5 cells/mL. Stock solutions and subsequent working solutions of DON were prepared in absolute ethanol. Working solutions of DON were prepared with a maximum concentration of 0.05% absolute ethanol. Vehicle control cells were prepared in the same manner as DON treated samples including the addition of the vehicle control (0.05% ethanol), instead of DON. Cell treatments were conducted in flat bottom 96-well and 12-well plates (Fisher Scientific, Leicestershire, UK). Cells were treated with DON for a period of up to 54 h, with concentrations of 250 ng and 500 ng DON/mL for Jurkat E6.1 and RPMI1788 cells, respectively. At the end of the incubation period, cells were either stored at −80 °C or immediately used for cell viability measurements, proteomic studies and flow cytometry experiments. Cell viability was assessed using the 3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazolyl-2)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay. Cells were grown in flat bottom 96-well plates at a concentration of 6 × 10^5 cells/mL per well with DON for a period of up to 54 h, in a humidified atmosphere consisting of 5% CO2, air, at 37 °C. At the end of the each treatment period, 10 μL of MTT were added to the cells and plates were incubated for 4 h. Subsequently, 100 μL of 10% (w/v) SDS in 0.01 M HCl were added and the plate incubated overnight. On the following day, absorbance levels were recorded at 540 nm and 690 nm using an iEMS Reader MF (Labsystems, Cambridge, UK). Each plate contained a positive control consisting of cells incubated with 5% (v/v) Triton X-100 prior to the addition of MTT. Doses of 250 ng DON/mL and 500 ng DON/mL were selected on the basis of previously conducted MTT experiments for Jurkat E6.1 and RPMI1788 cell lines respectively [16].

2.3. Cell lysis and two-dimensional gel electrophoresis

Cells were grown in 75 tissue culture flasks and 8 × 10^6 cells were lysed with 200 μL of lysis buffer (7 M urea, 2 M thiourea, 4% (w/v) CHAPS, 64 mM DTT and 1% (v/v) protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails) per condition. The lysates were centrifuged at 13,250×g for 15 min and the supernatant treated with ProteoExtract Protein Precipitation Kit (Calbiochem, Merck Chemicals Ltd., Nottingham, UK) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. After resuspending the protein pellets in lysis buffer, the lysate was centrifuged at 13,250×g for 15 min and the supernatant collected. The protein concentration of the supernatants was determined using the Bradford assay (Bio-Rad, Hertfordshire, UK). An aliquot (350 μg) of each supernatant was applied to a 24 cm pH 3–10 non-linear IEP strip overnight, allowing for the passive rehydration of the IEF strips. IEF was carried out using the ProteanIEF system (Bio-Rad, Hertfordshire, UK) with the following program: (1) 250 V, 8 h; (2) 10000 V, 2.5 h; (3) 60000 Vh, at a limit of 10000 V; (4) 500 V until equilibration. The first equilibration step was carried out by washing the strips for 15 min in a buffer containing 2% (w/v) DTT, 6 M urea, 0.05 M Tris–HCl (pH 8.8), 2% (w/v) SDS, and 20% (v/v) glycerol. The second equilibration step (15 min) used the same buffer but with 2.5% (w/v) iodoacetamide replacing DTT. For the second dimension, strips were transferred onto SDS-PAGE gels containing 10% (w/v) pre-mixed acrylamide, prepared with a multicasting chamber (Bio-Rad, Hertfordshire, UK). Migration was carried out for 6 h at a constant voltage of 200 V in a Protean Plus Disc/Cell tank (Bio-Rad, Hertfordshire, UK), at 10 °C. Gels were incubated in 50% (v/v) methanol, 7% (v/v) acetic acid overnight, were washed three times in ultra-pure water for 5 min and subsequently stained with Pro-Q Diamond phosphoprotein stain for 2 h. Gels were then destained three times in a 5% (v/v) acetonitrile, 50 mM (w/v) sodium acetate pH 4.0 solution for 30 min and subsequently washed twice in ultra-pure water for 5 min. After imaging and for spot excision purposes, gels were incubated overnight in SYPRO Ruby stain. On the following day, gels were washed for 30 min in 10% (v/v) methanol, 7% (v/v) acetic acid and subsequently washed twice in ultra-pure water for 5 min and imaged. Three independent experiments comprising triplicate samples for each condition (n=6) were performed.

2.4. Image analysis

Gels were scanned using an FX Pro Plus imager (Bio-Rad, Hertfordshire, UK) and the images analyzed using PDQuest software version 7.3.1 (Bio-Rad, Hertfordshire, UK) as indicated in Fig. 2. For each cell line, three independent experiments comprising of triplicate gels for each condition were analyzed; in total 36 gels. Only significant changes of at least 1.4-fold (p<0.01) seen in each gel on each occasion were treated as meaningful. The quantitation and statistical analysis of changes to spot intensity is achieved by (i) generation of an optical density reading for each spot detected; (ii) automatic determination of spot density; (iii) generation of Gaussian modeling for precise identification and quantitation of spots; (iv) automatic determination of standard deviation and coefficient of variation and (v) conduction of statistical analysis based on the number of replicate groups and the number of gels per group. Each set of 6 gels was analyzed twice using the software.

2.5. Identification of proteins using peptide mass fingerprinting

2.5.1. Sample preparation

Spots selected by the previous steps were excised and transferred into a 96-well plate using the ProteomeWorks SpotCutter robot (Bio-Rad, Hertfordshire, UK). The excised pieces of gel were processed...
automatically by a MassPREP workstation (Waters, Hertfordshire, UK) performing the following steps: washing/destaining (1:1 mixture of 50% (v/v) acetonitrile and 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate), reduction (DTT 10 mM, ammonium bicarbonate 100 mM), alkylation (iodacetamide 55 mM, ammonium bicarbonate 100 mM), acetonitrile dehydration, digestion (trypsin 6 ng/μL), extraction from the gel (1% (v/v) formic acid, 2% (v/v) acetonitrile) and finally spotting of the peptides and matrix (α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid, 2 mg/mL in 50% (v/v) acetonitrile, 0.1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid) on the MALDI plate (Waters Ltd., Manchester, UK).

2.5.2. MALDI-TOF MS analysis
A MALDI L/R MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer (Waters Ltd., UK), operating in positive ion reflection mode, was used to obtain the peptide mass spectra. Spectra were processed and calibrated externally with a tryptic digest of alcohol dehydrogenase. Internal calibration was performed using a single trypsin autodigestion peak (m/z 2211.105) as a Lockmass point. Monoisotopic peak masses presenting m/z ratios from 900 to 2800 were submitted to the Mascot search engine (Matrix Science Ltd., London, UK; http://www.matrixscience.com) in order to identify proteins.

2.5.3. Database search for protein identification
Searches were generally performed using the Swiss-Prot database, up to one missed cleavage site, mass error of 200 ppm and variable modifications of carbamidomethyl (C) and oxidation (M). Further details of parameters used and any variations are detailed in Supporting Information. Protein identifications were accepted on the following criteria: five or more matching peptides; a MOWSE score of more than 56; sequence coverage greater than 20%. Details of peptide mass lists used for searches and proteins identified are supplied in Appendix A.

2.6. Identification of proteins using MALDI-TOF tandem mass spectrometry
2.6.1. Sample preparation
Spots selected by the previous steps were excised and washed twice with ultra-pure water, modified digestion buffer (1:1 mixture of 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate and 50% (v/v) acetonitrile), 100% acetonitrile and 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate. Subsequently, excised pieces of gel were washed with 100% (v/v) acetonitrile, dried for 20 min at 37°C and incubated with 10 μL of sequencing grade trypsin (12.5 ng/μL) in digestion buffer, on ice for 15 min. The supernatant was removed and replaced with 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate. The trypsin digestion was carried out for 12–16 h at 37°C. The supernatant of the digestion was then transferred into a new tube and the excised pieces of gel were extracted with 50% (v/v) acetonitrile, 0.1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid, and 100% (v/v) acetonitrile washes. Subsequently, excised pieces of gel were sonicated and the supernatant was pooled with the supernatant of the digestion. Extracted peptides were vacuum-centrifuged (Vacufuge, Eppendorf France SARL, Le Pecq, France) and resuspended in 10 μL 0.1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid. Extracted peptides were desalted with C18 reverse-phase Zip-Tip (Millipore, Molsheim, France) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Peptides were eluted with 2.5 μL of 50% (v/v) acetonitrile, 0.1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid, and mixed at a 1:1 ratio with MALDI matrix (10 mg/mL α-cyano-4-hydroxy-cinnamic acid (CHCA) matrix in 70% (v/v) acetonitrile, 0.1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid) for spotting.

2.6.2. MALDI-TOF MS/MS analysis
MS and MS/MS analyses of tryptic peptides were performed using the 4800 MALDI-TOF/TOF Analyzer (Applied Biosystems/MDI Sciex, California, USA). After screening all MALDI sample positions in MS-positive reflector mode using 2000 laser shots between m/z 750 and 4000, the fragmentation of automatically selected precursors was performed at a collision energy of 1 kV using air as collision gas (pressure, ~2×10⁻⁹ Torr). Up to 15 of the most intense ion signals per spot position having an S/N greater than 80 were selected as precursors for MS/MS acquisition.

2.6.3. Database search for protein identification
Protein identification was performed by peptide mass fingerprinting and/or specific MS/MS peptide sequencing. The combined MS and MS/MS spectra from were processed using ProteinPilot 3.0 software program (Applied Biosystems, California, USA) with Mascot (Matrix Science Ltd., London, UK; http://www.matrixscience.com) as the database search engine (V 2.0). Searches were performed against the IPI human database, version 3.66. The Mascot searches were run using the following parameters: methionine oxidation (M) as variable, cysteine carbamidomethylation (C) as fixed; one missed cleavage allowed; precursor tolerance at 50 ppm, MS/MS fragment tolerance set to 0.2 Da, and charge set to +1. Identification was assigned to a protein spot feature if the protein score was calculated to be greater than 60, correlating to a confidence interval greater than 95% (Table 1).

2.7. Flow cytometry confirmation of eEF2 and GRB2
Cells were fixed in 1% (v/v) paraformaldehyde and subsequently resuspended in PBS. Cell concentration was adjusted to 2×10⁶ cells/mL and an aliquot of 500 μL was permeabilized in 2× permeabilization buffer (PBS, 2.5 mM EDTA, 4% (v/v) fish skin gelatin and 1% (v/v) Triton X-100). Permeabilized cells were incubated with rabbit anti-human eEF2 (phosphor T56+T58) (Abcam, UK) and GRB2 (Y209) (Abnova, Taiwan) as primary antibody and subsequently incubated with a goat anti-rabbit IgG-PE-conjugated secondary antibody. Flow cytometry quantitative analysis was conducted using a FACS Calibur (Becton Dickinson, UK). Analysis of data was performed using the CellQuest™ Software (Becton Dickinson, UK). Results are presented in Arbitrary Units (AU) resulting from the ratio between the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of unstained samples (negative control samples) and stained samples (vehicle control and treated samples). Each experiment contained a negative control consisting of untreated Jurkat E6.1 or RPMI1788 cells. While vehicle control and treated samples were incubated with respective antibodies, negative control samples were not stained with any antibodies. At the end of the experimental procedure, negative control samples were analyzed in the same manner as vehicle control and treated samples. Reproducibility was assured by conducting three independent experiments with each sample repeated at least three times.

2.8. Statistical analysis
Cell viability results are presented as means±SD. Overall experimental reproducibility was assured by conducting five independent experiments consisting of triplicate repeats of vehicle control samples and treated samples. Overall experimental reproducibility of 2–DE gel results was assured by conducting three independent experiments comprising triplicate repeats of vehicle control gels and treated gels. In total, 18 gels were run for each cell line. Statistical differences were evaluated with a Student’s t-test, p<0.01 using the statistical package included in PDQuest software version 7.3.1 (Bio-Rad, Hertfordshire, UK). Flow cytometry experiments are presented as mean of AU±SD. Overall experimental reproducibility was assured by conducting three independent experiments consisting of three repeats of vehicle control samples and treated samples. For cell viability and flow cytometry experimental approaches, differences were evaluated with a Student’s t-test, p<0.01 (SPSS 15.0, USA).
3. Results

3.1. Measurement of cell viability

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the two cell lines differ in their sensitivity to DON with a higher dose required in RPMI1788 cells to induce a similar reduction in cell viability. In both cell lines reduced cell viability is generally seen after 24 h incubation. When compared to vehicle-control cells, the concentrations of 250 and 500 ng DON/ml gave a statistically significant reduction in the cell viability in Jurkat E6.1 and RPMI1788, respectively (p < 0.01). For proteomics studies, each cell line was treated for 24 h at its respective concentration.

3.2. Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and protein identification

Using 2D-gel electrophoresis as described in the Methods, an average of over 1000 spots was detected per gel and analyzed using PDQuest software. Four spots showed reproducible phosphorylation changes in Jurkat E6.1 cells and two spots in RPMI1788 cells (Fig. 2, Appendix B); all spots showed at least a 1.4 fold change. Findings were reproducible across all gels within each experiment and in three separate experimental treatments (p < 0.01).

All spots from Jurkat E6.1 and RPMI1788 cells were successfully identified using both MALDI-TOF MS and MALDI-TOF MS/MS (Appendix A). In Jurkat E6.1 cells, C1-THF synthase, eEF2 and NDKA all exhibited up-regulation in DON treated samples, while Hsc70 exhibited down-regulation in DON treated samples. In RPMI 1788 cells, eIF3i was found to be up-regulated by DON treatment, while GRB2 was found to be down-regulated by DON treatment. No significant changes to quantitative expression of these proteins were identified. The proteins identified are involved in metabolism regulation, protein biosynthesis, co-chaperoning and signaling transduction (Table 2).

3.3. Flow cytometry confirmation of eEF2 and GRB2

Antibodies were only available for two of the above proteins, eEF2 and GRB2, and thus permitted the use of flow cytometry to confirm changes in protein phosphorylation state. Comparison between control and treated samples showed an up-regulation of 1.3-fold in eEF2 in Jurkat E6.1 cells and a 2.5-fold down-regulation in GRB2 in RPMI1788 cells (Fig. 3, Appendix B). All experiments contained a negative control to account for auto-fluorescence. The results are statistically significant (p < 0.01) and confirm the pattern of expression which was obtained using 2-DE.

4. Discussion

Current studies investigating biomarkers for DON exposure have recently resulted in the identification of DON and its glucuronide in urine as a useful biomarker of exposure in population-based studies [13,14,19]. We have previously identified nine potential mechanism-based biomarkers for DON exposure, however, no phosphoprotein changes have been identified.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Protein Identified</th>
<th>Identified in</th>
<th>Accession number (UniProtKB)</th>
<th>MALDI-TOF MS</th>
<th>MALDI-TOF MS/MS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nucleoside diphosphate kinase A</td>
<td>Jurkat E6.1</td>
<td>P15531</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C-1-tetrahydrofolate synthase, cytoplasmic</td>
<td>Jurkat E6.1</td>
<td>P11586</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein</td>
<td>Jurkat E6.1</td>
<td>P11142</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Eukaryotic elongation factor 2</td>
<td>Jurkat E6.1</td>
<td>P13639</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit 1</td>
<td>RPMI 1788</td>
<td>Q13347</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Growth factor receptor-bound protein 2</td>
<td>RPMI 1788</td>
<td>P62993</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Cell viability of DON in (A) Jurkat E6.1 cells at 250 ng/mL and (B) RPMI1788 cells at 500 ng/mL measured by the MTT assay. Each bar represents the mean ± SD of fifteen replicates. SD values below 3%.
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biomarkers have been identified to date utilizing a proteomics approach. Here we identify candidate mechanism-based phosphoproteins associated with low dose exposure to DON using Jurkat E6.1 and RPMI1788 cells as models. The use of immortalized cell lines has several advantages such as the cells being easy to grow and maintain, provide unlimited experimental material, among others. Although it has been documented that Jurkat E6.1 cells have specific abnormalities [18], they have been widely and successfully used in signaling transduction investigation [20] to reveal real, normal events which were further validated in other models [18,21]. RPMI1788 cells have also been used in several signaling transduction studies [22], although due to their primary origin these cells do not raise the same objections as Jurkat E6.1 cells. Nevertheless, validation of results in immortalized cells should be sought with primary cells prior to application in population-based studies. Therefore while recognizing the need for caution in interpretation of results from immortalized cells, we consider that, based on the use of both cell lines in previously relevant work, the results presented are both valid and valuable.

We had previously determined that a concentration of 250 ng and 500 ng DON/mL for Jurkat E6.1 and RPMI1788 cells respectively induced changes to the proteome while limiting the levels of reduced cell viability due to DON exposure. Reduced cell viability due to DON exposure in the current series of experiments was similar to previous data and thus we selected doses and an exposure period (24 h) associated with modest (~20%) reduction in cell viability in the two cell lines representing doses at the lower end of a range used by others [23,24]. The above mentioned exposure period was also chosen based on previous studies analyzing the effects of DON on immune cell lines [16], on reproducibility and reduced variability of cell viability and a significant decrease in cell viability after a 30 h exposure period. As our objective was to induce low to moderate changes to cell viability, a 24 h exposure period was shown to be a reasonable compromise between establishing a real effect consistent with human exposure and the induction of cell death.

Four proteins from Jurkat E6.1 cells and two proteins from RPMI1788 cells displayed altered phosphorylation states reproducibly across gel sets (Fig. 2) and their functional roles are discussed below.

4.1. Nucleotide metabolism

The phosphorylation of nucleoside diphosphate kinase A (NDKA; E.C. 2.7.4.6) was up-regulated in Jurkat E6.1 cells after DON exposure. This protein has been shown to be involved in DNA regulation, signal transduction and the synthesis of nucleoside triphosphates in both purine and pyrimidine pathways [25,26]. Studies on the phosphorylation of NDKA have identified this protein as a potential biomarker for several types of cancer [27–29]. In Jurkat E6.1 and peripheral blood mononuclear cells, NDKA phosphorylation has been associated with T
This effect of DON is intriguing given the observations on the up-regulation of NDKA phosphorylation as well as the reported changes in quantitative expression of IMDH2 and GMPs in Jurkat E6.1 cells exposed to DON. Therefore, it would be highly informative to investigate more deeply the relation between C1-THF synthase phosphorylation, DON exposure and nucleotide metabolism.

4.3. Co-chaperoning

The phosphorylation of heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein (Hsc70) was down-regulated in Jurkat E6.1 cells after DON exposure. Hsc70 is known to have several cellular functions such as regulating the import of proteins into the nucleus, functioning as an ATPase in the disassembly of vesicles during trafficking and facilitating correct protein folding by binding to nascent polypeptides [35,36]. Studies conducted in lymphocytes isolated from human peripheral blood mononuclear cells reported that Hsc70 expression regulates the development of B lymphocytes and is a potential target of tyrosine kinase activity in T lymphocytes. It has been associated with increases in inflammation and susceptibility to autoimmunity as well as regulating the myocardial immune response [37–40].

4.4. Protein biosynthesis

The phosphorylation of eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit 1 (eIF3i) and eEF2 were found to be up-regulated in RPMI1788 and Jurkat E6.1 cells, respectively. These proteins are directly involved in protein biosynthesis. The initiation phase of translation involves the activation of several proteins such as eIF3. This protein and its different subunits have several functions such as binding to the 40S subunit of the ribosome and recruiting mRNA [41–43]. Although eIF3 plays important roles at multiple stages in the initiation of translation, the molecular basis for many of its activities is poorly understood. eIF3i has been suggested as a candidate tumour marker in hepatocellular carcinoma and in human amniotic epithelial cells after exposure to the carcinogen anti-benzo[a]pyrene-7,8-dihydrodiol-9,10-epoxide [44,45]. The up-regulation of eIF3i here presented reinforces a study on ribotoxic stress response induced by DON, where it was reported that Protein Kinase R (PKR) was rapidly activated and this was characterized by phosphorylation of an eukaryotic initiation factor, eIF2α [46]. It is also known that eIF3i is phosphorylated by the TGF-β type II receptor, allowing this protein to recruit signaling components to receptor tyrosine kinases, and studies have shown that DON exposure induces changes in mRNA expression of TGF-β [47,48]. One would speculate that if DON exposure affects the TGF-β type II receptor, the latter may phosphorylate eIF3i and lead to the impairment of signal transduction and protein synthesis. Recently, changes to quantitative expression of eukaryotic translation factor 3 subunit 1 were identified in EL-4 cells exposed to DON, further supporting the findings presented here [49].

eEF2 is a member of the GTP-binding translation elongation factor family. It can be phosphorylated at threonine56 or threonine58 by eEF2 kinase leading to a decrease in eEF2 activity and therefore a decrease in protein biosynthesis by inhibition of mRNA translation elongation [50–52]. Studies analyzing the global phosphoproteome of colon and hepatocellular cancer cell lines show that eEF2 phosphorylation is a potential biomarker to assess kinase and signaling pathway activity [53,54].

In summary, the increase in phosphorylation level of eIF3i may lead to the impairment of the correct assembly of active ribosomes, while the increase in phosphorylation of eEF2 may lead to a decrease in protein biosynthesis by inhibition of mRNA translation elongation. The findings support those of other studies looking at protein biosynthesis in lymphoid and other tissues [55].

The phosphorylation state of C-1-tetrahydrofolate synthase (C1-THF synthase) was found to be up-regulated in Jurkat E6.1 cells. C1-THF synthase is involved in DNA synthesis as it provides 10-formyl-THF and 5,10-Methylene-THF for the de novo synthesis of nucleotides and is considered a structural component in a multi-enzymatic purine synthesizing complex [32]. Studies have associated C1-THF synthase as critical to foetal development and intrauterine growth restriction. Recently, proteomic approaches have identified this protein as a potential marker for different types of cancer [33,34].

4.2. Folate-mediated one carbon metabolism

The phosphorylation state of C-1-tetrahydrofolate synthase (C1-THF synthase) was found to be up-regulated in Jurkat E6.1 cells. C1-THF synthase is involved in DNA synthesis as it provides 10-formyl-THF and 5,10-Methylene-THF for the de novo synthesis of nucleotides and is considered a structural component in a multi-enzymatic purine synthesizing complex [32]. Studies have associated C1-THF synthase as critical to foetal development and intrauterine growth restriction. Recently, proteomic approaches have identified this protein as a potential marker for different types of cancer [33,34].
4.5. Signaling transduction

GRB2 phosphorylation was down-regulated in RPMI1788 cells after DON exposure. This protein is a regulatory subunit of signaling molecules and pathways whose activity is modulated by tyrosine receptor kinases, providing a link between cell surface growth factor receptors and the Ras signaling pathway [56,57]. Tyrosine phosphorylation of GRB2 interferes with the binding function of SH3 domains to SOS proteins, thereby negatively influencing transcription factor activation and proinflammatory responses. Studies in mouse T lymphocytes identified GRB2 as a potential target for caspase activity when ROS are present. Studies in mouse B lymphocytes have associated GRB2 with B cell antigen receptor activity by sustaining protein kinase activation and prolonged generation of second messengers in myeloid cells [58–60].

In various models, DON has induced phosphorylation of ERK1/2 and transcription factors, such as CREB. Ultimately, these alterations limited availability of commercial antibodies for phosphoproteins. Only two phospho-specific antibodies are currently commercially available, therefore limiting the validation to the proteins mentioned above. Using this approach, it was possible to confirm that both proteins exhibited a similar DON-dependent change of phosphorylation state as seen from the 2-DE approach, as the antibodies chosen where specific for analyzing changes to the phosphorylated state of the proteins.

5. Conclusions

This is the first reported study on the effects of DON on the phosphoproteome using a two-dimensional gel electrophoresis approach. We have demonstrated that DON exposure affects metabolic processes such as folate-mediated one carbon and nucleotide metabolism, co-chaperoning, protein biosynthesis and signaling transduction. T and B lymphocytes are different components of the adaptive immune system and it was of interest that we did not detect changes in both. Although B and T lymphocytes have similar developmental origins and share some broad similarities in terms of some of their signaling pathways they are two distinct cell types with different functions. Moreover, it is possible that DON has different targets in the two cell types thus potentially triggering different responses leading to varying proteome changes.

The changes in phosphorylation state reported here are likely to be meaningful taking into account the functional significance of the proteins identified. These results could indicate, therefore, the phosphoproteins are involved to a significant extent in purine metabolism and protein biosynthesis. NDKA and C-1 THF synthase may intervene directly in purine metabolism and indirectly in folate biosynthesis, with NDKA directly involved in purine, RNA and DNA synthesis, and C1-THF being considered a structural component of purine metabolism due to its enzymatic activities in one carbon metabolism. Hsc70, GRB2, eIF3i and eEF-2 all intervene directly or indirectly in protein biosynthesis. These results reinforce previous studies on the effects of DON exposure, indicating the productivity of generating a search for a panel of mechanism-based biomarkers for DON exposure.

It will be of interest to investigate to what extent these potential DON phosphoprotein biomarkers identified in vitro may be reflected in vivo and whether these can be applied to population-based studies of the effects of low dose, chronic DON exposure. This will confirm the value of using cell cultures as reliable indicators of in vivo effects.

Supplementary materials related to this article can be found online at doi:10.1016/j.bbapap.2011.04.001.
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